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 ITALY TOUR -  

- 01 DAY - ROME  

Arrival in Fiumicino Airport. Private transfer to the Hotel in Rome with a local  

guide. 

 

02 DAY - ROME –  

After the breakfast , we will meet our local 

guide for the full day guide of Rome . We 

will have a  walking panoramic tour of the 

major and important  sites of Rome as the 

Coliseum , the Roman Forum , Venice 

Square  and Capitol . After  a free lunch we 

will walk along the ancient Rome with the Pantheon,  Navona Square , Trevi 

Fountain and Spanish steps. As alternative  we can organize an optional visit of the 

Vatican museums and San Peter's Basilica . In the evening  could be organized 

a   visit  to the famous and charming neighborhood of Trastevere. Overnight in 

Hotel. 

 

03 DAY - ROME - SIENA - TUSCANY – FLORENCE 

After breakfast departing with a private  coach toward Tuscany - we will stop 

Montepulciano , famous for the " NOBILE" wine and 

the Pici a traditional pasta, typical of the region and 

served with a rich sauce.  We will continue to 

Montalcino, town of Brunello, one of Italy's best-

known and most refined wines.  It's a  small walled 

town that is perched on top of a hill in Val 

d’Orcia.We can organize a wine tasting. In 

the afternoon the tour continues 

with   sightseeing in Siena.  You will have 

the chance to admire the magnificent 

Cathedral and the Town Hall in the Piazza 

del Campo, scenery of the world famous 

Palio horse race. Overnight in Florence  

 

- 04 DAY -  FLORENCE – 
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After breakfast  we will reach Florence, a local 

guide will accompanies us along a walking tour 

of the magnificent city . We will admire the 

Cathedral of Santa Maria del fiore , the 

Dome,  the Baptistery and the Giotto's Bell 

Tower, Piazzale Michelangelo and Ponte 

Vecchio .In Florence you can have the unique experience to visit the famous  San 

Lorenzo Market, Florence's oldest , where you can taste a wide select a variety of 

local dishes including local tuscan savory ! and along the street you can visit 

authentic wine shops, where local sommelier will explain the secret behind local 

wine perfumes .In the evening we will back to the Hotel Florence  

 

05 DAY - BOLOGNA- VENICE  

After breakfast we will depart  toward Bologna ,it  has a 

well-deserved reputation as one of Italy’s great foodie 

cities.In fact, one of its nicknames is ‘La Grassa,’ meaning 

‘the fat,’ which refers to the bounty of fresh produce 

grown in the region and the rich and satisfying local 

cuisine. The Tortellini , home  made pasta with meat. Possibility to visit the museum 

of the ice cream .In the afternoon we will continue toward Venice. Overnight in 

Venice or Mestre  

 

06 DAY - VENICE  

After breakfast a local guide will guide us along the centre of 

the city.  we will walking tour with the Rialto Bridge - the 

oldest bridge in Venice. San Marco Square and it's basilica a 

place of worship often considered the finest example of 

Byzantine architecture in the world., you will see the Doge's 

Palace . Overnight . 

 

07 DAY  - VENICE - PADUA – ASSISI 

 After breakfast  toward Assisi we will visit Padua , you will 

visit  one of the most important basilicas in Italy, the Basilica of 

Sant'Antonio in Padua. We will  continues toward Assisi, we 

will have a little visit of  the papal Basilica of St. Francis, built 
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between 1228 and 1253. Overnight in Assisi 
 

08 DAY - Assisi – ROME 

After breakfast visit of the Porziuncola and Santa Maria degli 

Angeli,  a 9th-century church where it’s said St. Francis came to 

worship. BacktoRome  overnight  

09 DAY – ROME Transfer  to the Airport. 
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